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Must-have Amateur Radio equipment for DXers and contesters. 

ACOM has built a reputation among Amateur Radio operators for its high performance RF power 
amplifiers. Now, ACOM amplifiers are in stock and ready to ship from DX Engineering. 

ACOM's amplifiers represent the cutting edge of RF amplification technology, offering features 
and performance typically only found in commercial and government telecommunications 
systems. DX Engineering offers a wide variety of ACOM products, including these highly 
acclaimed models. 

As the first Amateur Radio HF amplifier to combine fully automatic tuning and sophisticated digital 
control capabilities, the ACOM 2000A Amplifier is practically tailor-made for DXing. It uses a 
revolutionary new amplifier design to easily deliver 1,500 watts of clean, noise-free power across 
the HF bands. Full automatic tuning gives contesters an edge by permitting lightning-quick 
bandswitching. The 2000A interfaces with radios in the same manner as the 600S. 

More than just a pretty face, the ACOM 600S Amplifier delivers 600 watts on the HF and 6 meter 
bands. It also provides operators with comprehensive remote control capabilities. The amplifier is 
easy to use, thanks to its intuitive menus and high-resolution color display. Using the amp's CAT 
interface, the amplifier will automatically "follow" the transceiver while switching bands. The 600S 
monitors the input frequency and will automatically switch the bands to compensate for changes. 
It's compatible with all transceivers on the market and needs a mere 30 watts of input power to 
operate. 

Packing 1,000 watts on the HF and 6 meter bands, ACOM's 1000 Amplifier is an extraordinary 
good value for HF operators. If VSWR stays below 3:1, the 1000 allows for quick bandswitching 
without the need for a tuner, which lets operators work faster during a contest. Specially mounted 
relays deliver virtually silent QSK operation. 
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